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PRESENTATIONS

Authentic. Innovative. Personal. Enlightening.

James Hadlock is a former addicted and restless multi-millionaire turned family
man and high-impact innovator who speaks nationally on proactively addressing
mental health and addiction in the workplace and how meaningful connection is
the key to greater well-being.

James is the founder of BluNovus and the CARE Initiative. He has 25+ years of
leadership and entrepreneurial experience and 11+ years drug and alcohol free.

JAMES HADLOCK BIO

ADDICTED TO SILENCE
THE ALARMING TRUTH ABOUT MENTAL HEALTH & ADDICTION AT WORK

Now is the time to challenge how we see mental health and address addiction in the workplace,
with a commitment to do better.

So, the real question is: Why do we need to proactively address these issues anyway? Or, ok
great, is this going to open a “can-of-worms” at my office?

In this honest, inspiring session, James will challenge you to rethink current policies, share how
your organization is impacted by behavioral health, and demonstrate what we can do about it —
because your employees deserve it, and your company needs it.

Connected: The Art of Innate Listening
A Fearless Look at Communication, Relationships, and Leadership

In this churn-and-burn, fast-paced world... why should you consider slowing downs and listening
more? Conventional wisdom holds that when we don’t have all the answers, we’re not doing our
job and look unqualified or unprofessional.

But, just maybe, could the opposite also be true?

Come to this exciting session to hear James reveal how innate listening (it’s more than you
think) is indeed the answer to greater camaraderie, effective leadership, and better success.

FINDING YOUR SUPERPOWER
HOW I FOUND MYSELF AFTER LOSING IT ALL

Most everyone wants to be fulfilled and feel like they matter. But most everyone misunderstands
how it all really works.

And this confusion, when resolved, will allow you to experience more well-being and make you
better at just about everything.

Attend this highly engaging talk to hear James’ key insights on a subject near and dear to his
heart: How he found himself AND his superpower after losing it all and how meaningful
connection heals the hurt, improves success, and increases happiness.

All talks are customizable and
presented in 20-75 minutes,

depending on the need.

PRESENTATION LENGTH

C-Level Executives, HR
Teams, Managers, and All

Company Employees

SUITED AUDIENCE

BOOK JAMES: 1-866-BLUNOVUS
go@blunovus.com | blunovus.com


